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Introduction

Algae are the typical eukaryotic organisms, which are at the 
lower level of the evolution. They harbour the very different kinds 
of the habitat, theses habitat ranges from the small ponds to the 
large oceans, some of the brown algae as well as the red algae 
harbours the large oceans of the several meters [1,2]. The nutrient 
composition of the algae varies from the genera to the genera’s. 
Some of the microalgae are the very good sources of the various 
kinds of the metabolites of the different nutrient components. From 
the time immoral a details work has been done on the nutrient 
composition of the algae, from the differ civilization the algae are 
used for the various purposes. They are the primary producers of 
the different ecosystem, some of the ecosystems are the aquatic 
and the another of them are the terrestrial ecosystem, they are 
the rich sources of the various kinds of the metabolites of different 
composition, they have the large proteins, carbohydrates, fats and 
the vitamins of the several complexes composition [3-6].

In some of the genera’s such as the Spirulina and the Dounlliela 
the cells are the very rich sources of the proteins, similarly another 
genera are also  the very rich and the fine sours of the fatty acids 
of the various composition, some time the composition of the fatty 
acids is very similar to the commercial oils of the angiosperm origin 
[7-15]. oil from the some of the microalgae are the rich sources of 
the PUFA and they are used as the good sources of the food and 
feed, in some of the allergies they are used for the treatment of the 
disorders. The uses of the algae as the food may be other sources of 
the food, which is more fascinating and more diverse kinds than the 
existing food of the angiosperm parts of the plants. Most of the algae 
are the autotrophic and some of the algae are the heterotrophic and 

 
they need other kinds of the host of or the nutrition. In biological 
world the algae are the term which is used for the algae of the lower 
group and they are typically of the aquatic inhabitant, some of them 
lies in the soil habitat and they harbours the oceans habitat [16-19].

On the basis of the biomass they have been divided in to the 
microalgae and the macro algae of the cellular mass, algae are 
cultivated and used worldwide for the set and types of the cells 
varies from the nutrition, although the amount of the genera and 
the amount of the nutrition varies from the cells to the cells. The 
algae are the rich sources of the proteins, carbohydrates, various 
kinds of the fatty acids many of them are the rich sources of the 
polyunsaturated fatty acids of the several complex compositions. 
In some of the prospects the microalgae are the much more good 
than the lands plants, they are easy to cultivate and they utilise the 
less place than the higher trees, the cultural contusions are also not 
very tough as the higher plants. since they use the sun energy than 
the green plants very good amount, so they can be very good and 
the potential sources for the various kinds of the meataobtes which 
can be the god sources of the biomass. They are very similar to the 
microbes or the bacteria and the other microbes, so they can be 
cultivated in  a very simple media and the very simple requirements 
[20,21]. 

The cultural conditions are not very complexes as the higher 
plants and the requirements of the conditions is also very simple. 
However, the biomass can be enhancing and it can be improved by 
the manipulating the cultural condition and by adding the differ 
kinds of the catalysts to enhances the condition for the cultures. 
The lacking of the nitrogen in the medium leads to the formation 
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of the rich amount of the protein of the chlorella of the algae. This 
kind of the cultural manipulation leads to the formation of the 
lipids about the 85 % than the ordinary media. The enormous kinds 
of the biodiversity as well as the recent techniques of the genetic 
engineering lead to the tremendous sources of the different kinds 
of the metabolites of the algae as the rich sources fog the food for 
the future utilization. Sometimes the chemical composition of 
the microalgae is very rich than the traditional plants chemical 
composition. For examples the biomass and the protein contents 
of the Spirulina algae is three times much greater than the other 
higher plants and the protein content of the beef. 

Another microalgae the chlorella contains the protein contents, 
the quality and the quantity of the proteins is very high and rich 
than the yeast and the soy plants. Miltonic analysed the protein 
constants of the several genera’s of the cyanobacteria and they 
found that the protein contents are very rich and they are about the 
20-30 percent higher than the higher plants. Algae are also the very 
rich sources of the fibres. The cell wall of the algae is also the very 
sources of the fibres and fibres contents. polysaccharides. The agar, 
alginates and the carraginates are also the very rich sources of the 
fibres and they harbour the fibre industry very well. Oil contents of 
the microalgae are also very high, and they harbour the rich mass 
of the 80 percent and in some of the cases the oil contents of the 
algae is very similar to the biodiesel. Among of all of the fatty acids 
the PUFA are the very good and the very rich sources of the fatty 
acids, among them the w-3 are of the particular values. Among 
them the valuable are the EPA (icoasapentonic acids) and the DHA 
(docosahexaenoic acids), the GLA are also very valuable in the 
synthesis of the prostaglandins. 

The clinical trial shows that the GLA are the very useful for the 
treatment of the arthritis and heart diseases obesity, alcoholism, 
de pressions chizophrenia. Parkinson diseases, alcoholism and the 
zinc deficiency. Unsaturated fatty acids lower the level of the risk 
of enhancing the lipids levels of the membranes, thus they lower 
the level of the lipid associated diseases of the human beings. In 
this respect the EPA and the GLA are the very useful and they are 
very effectives. The basic sources of the EPA and the DHA in the 
fish mass, the fish obtain and synthesis the omega fatty acids form 
the microalgae  from the food chains of the oceans and the seas, 
the microalgae obtains from the food chains, so the, microalgae can 
be the potential sources of the synthesis of the fatty acids for the 
commercial productions. DHA is very valuable for the synthesis 
of the fatal brains as well as the formation of the retinal tissue 
of the foetus. Market et al., has developed and patented the two 
fermentable strains of the microalgae which produces the oil rich 
in the DHA life’s DHA. This oil was produces form the strains which 
are not genetically change, they were the natural sources and they 
were approved by the FDA  of the USA  for the utilization of the 
infants. V pure is the very valuable algal products, and they are 
derive from the fatty acids of the omega origin.

Algae as the Sources of the Vitamins and the Mineral

 algae are the rich sources of the vitamin and the minerals, and 
they can be used as the rich sources of the mineral and the other 

supplements. Some of the species of the chlorella contains the rich 
amount of the vitamins, and they can be used as the full sources of 
the vitamins supplements. Spirulina contains the one third amounts 
of the Beta carotenes; the quality of the carotenes is also very 
similar to the carotene of the carrots and the other angiospemic 
origin. The Spirulina genus is the rich sources of the several kinds 
of the vitamins E, thiamine, cobalmione, biotin, inositol. Several 
microalgae produce the Tocopherols in the great amounts. Algae 
are the rich sources of the several kinds of the minerals of the 
different compositions. They are used in the animal feed industry. 

The Ash contents of the different algae genera varies according, 
in some of the cases the ash contents of the Cladophora ranges from 
the 12 percent to the 44 percent’s. Some edible algae contain the 
high amount for the macro algae and the other trace elements. The 
studies of the microalgae shows that the macro algae and the other 
microalgae shows the supplements sources’ of the minerals and the 
other elements in addition to the other supplements of the food and 
he feed and the minerals which are utilised for the other purposes. 
Algae as the sources of the antioxidants: They are also the very 
rich sources of the antioxidants and the other matters. Some of the 
genera’s are the ultiseses as the rich sources of the antioxidants.

Conclusion

 overall this is the short information on the algae as the sources of 
the food and the other supplements. Algae are the potential sources 
of the several kinds of the mineral and the other supplements and 
vitamins; they are the rich sources of the several kinds of the macro 
as well as the microelements. However deep investigation and the 
research work are needed for the utilization of the algae as the 
sources of the food and the other resources.
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